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Towards the Connected Continent

• Connected Continent Package: 

� The Communication: Commission's vision for a 
Single Telecoms Market

� The Costing and Non-discrimination
Recommendation 

� Proposal for a Regulation concerning the EU Telecoms 
Single Market (TSM Proposal)

• Proposal for a Regulation on measures to reduce the cost 
of deploying high-speed electronic communications 
networks (Cost reduction)



The European Council Context

Spring 2013 European Council: 

"the European Council notes the Commission's intention to report well 
before October on the state of play and the remaining obstacles to be 
tackled so as to ensure the completion of a fully functioning Digital 
Single Market by 2015, as well as concrete measures to establish the 
single market in Information and Communications Technologies as 
early as possible."

October 2013 European Council:

"the European Council welcomes the presentation by the Commission 
of the "Connected Continent" package and encourages the legislator to 
carry out an intensive examination with a view to its timely adoption. It 
underlines the importance of better coordinating the timing and conditions 
of spectrum assignment, while respecting national competences in this 
area."



• Contribute to a single market based on freedoms of 

providers and consumers to act across borders

• Address remaining barriers with focused measures 

building on the current framework 

• Maintain market regulation based on competition 

principles

• Safeguard open internet, while leaving space for 

innovation

• Enable economies of scale to be passed to consumers 

without prejudicing efficient operators of any size

Telecom Single Market (TSM): Aims



• Single consumer space

� Harmonised end-user rights and easier switching 

� Open Internet: net neutrality

� Phasing out roaming

• European inputs for high-speed broadband

� Wireless: spectrum coordination; facilitating small cells

� Fixed: European virtual access products

• Single EU authorisation

� Simplified and more convergent regulation

TSM: Key Measures



• Fewer administrative barriers to entry and expansion

• Clearer legislative basis for market analysis

• Entry, expansion and efficient investment facilitated by 
common European fixed virtual access products

• Objective competition test for certain spectrum 
conditions

• Greater wireless competition through provisions 
favouring small cells and federated WiFi networks

• Cross-border integration is facilitated if it is efficient, but 
no undue advantages for consolidation – efficient 
smaller operators can prosper

TSM: Fostering Competition



• Competition remains a main investment driver

• High-quality virtual unbundling product to encourage 
network investment where appropriate

• Spectrum coordination to ensure predictable investment 
timetable

• More common sector-specific rules throughout Europe

• Stable fixed investment conditions through 
Recommendation on Costing & Non-discrimination

TSM: Fostering Investment



• Net neutrality: agreement to protect open internet while 
facilitating other innovation channels

• Spectrum: shared goal to ensure better coordination of 
spectrum management to support investment and growth

• Virtual access products: growing awareness of importance 
for better quality of service to (cross-border) businesses

• Single EU authorisation/notification: agreement to reduce 
red-tape, improve EU-level oversight

• Roaming: common goal to end roaming soon

• End users: new focus on internet access products, 
contestable markets

Emerging Views in the EP



Objectives:

•Enhance the Single Market for electronic communications

•Increase legal certainty and predictability on remedies

•Promote competition and foster investments in NGN 

Three interlinked pillars:

•Stricter non-discrimination rules

•Stable prices for access to copper networks

•No price regulation on access to NGA networks
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Costing & Non-discrimination 
Recommendation



• Up to 80% of the costs are linked 
to civil engineering

• These costs are  unnecessarily 
high due to the presence of 
various bottlenecks and 
economic inefficiencies. 

• As a result: grey and white areas 
often too expensive to cover. 

Rolling out high-speed communication networks 
is expensive and cumbersome

Cost reduction – what is at stake?



Better use of existing 
infrastructure and more 
transparency, incl. cross-utility

Improved coordination of civil 
engineering

Simplify permit granting 
process

Buildings ready for access to 
high-speed internet

Cost Reduction: Objectives



• Adoption of broadband cost reduction regulation 

during Greek presidency of the EU

• TSM: EP vote in first reading in April, intensive 

examination in Council, political agreement after 

summer break with new EP

• Applying costing & non-discrimination 

recommendation in future market reviews

Next Steps



• Thank you for your attention!


